Association between Primary Health Care Access and Acute Care Utilization for Hypertension: A Systematic Review
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Abstract

Background: Ambulatory Care Sensitive Conditions (ACSC) are chronic conditions for which hospitalizations can potentially be avoided through timely and effective primary health care; one of these is hypertension. However, the association between primary health care access and ACSC hospitalizations is not consistent in the literature. We conducted a systematic review to assess the association between primary health care access and hospitalizations or emergency department visits using hypertension as the ACSC of interest.

Methods: We searched two electronic databases (Medline and Embase) from inception to September 2017 to identify all observational studies evaluating the association between primary health care access and acute care utilization (hospitalizations or emergency department visits) for patients diagnosed with hypertension. Results were synthesized narratively. Study quality was assessed using components of the Newcastle Ottawa Scale and the Downs and Black Checklist.

Results: Our search strategy yielded 5,123 abstracts; 3 met all inclusion criteria. Two studies found a positive association between primary health care access (the number of primary care visits or general practitioner density) and hospitalization rates for hypertension, while the other study found increases in general practitioner density resulted in a reduction in hospitalization rates for hypertension. Study metrics and quality varied substantially across the selected studies. No studies adjusted for system-level factors or severity of hypertension.

Conclusions: There is limited and inconclusive evidence on the relationship between access to primary health care and acute care utilization for hypertension. Further research, including adjustment for disease severity and key confounders is required to elucidate this relationship.
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Background

Timely and effective outpatient care can help avoid a hospitalization through disease control and prevention [1]. A disproportionate number of these potentially avoidable hospital admissions occur in people with chronic conditions [2]. Many chronic conditions can be managed effectively in Primary Health Care (PHC) with the right medical screening, monitoring, management and follow-up [3-6]. These chronic conditions are known as Ambulatory Care Sensitive Conditions (ACSCs). The concept of ACSCs was first developed in the United States to identify hospitalizations that could potentially be avoided with access to appropriate ambulatory or PHC in the community [5,7]. Now internationally recognized and widely used across countries as a health care quality indicator, hospitalizations and emergency department visits for ACSCs represent a proxy measure of access to and quality of PHC for patients with ACSCs [2,8,9]. In theory, if timely access and effective PHC is provided to patients with ACSCs, the onset of complications and risk of acute care episodes could be reduced [7,8,10]. Thus, it has been hypothesized that greater access to PHC could potentially lower the hospitalization rates for ACSCs.

However, this expected association between PHC access and ACSC hospitalizations is not strongly supported by evidence [7,10-14]. There are conflicting findings with respect to the association between PHC access and hospitalizations for ACSCs; however, there are few systematic studies of this association. To our knowledge, there has only been one systematic review assessing the association between access to PHC and risk of hospitalization among people with diabetes [4]. This review found inconclusive evidence to support the theory that PHC access is associated with reduced ACSC hospitalizations. It is unknown how generalizable these results are to other ACSCs, such as hypertension, asthma, congestive heart failure or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.

One ACSC that has not been systematically reviewed in the context of PHC access and hospitalization rate is hypertension. Hypertension is one of the most common chronic conditions with a global prevalence of about 40 percent in adults over the age of 25 [15]. Health care spending for the management of hypertension and related complications is also high (estimated to be 10% of all health care spending) [16,17]. Moreover, the majority of patients with hypertension are managed in primary care and hypertension is the most common reason for patients to visit their primary care provider in Canada [13,15]. Therefore, this systematic review examines the association between PHC access and hospitalizations or emergency department visits for hypertension in an adult population.
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Methods

Data sources and search strategy

This review followed a pre-specified protocol and in accordance to Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analysis (PRISMA) reporting guidelines (See Additional File 1) [18]. The search of online databases included Medline: 1950 through September 2017 and Embase: 1980 through September 2017 with no restriction on language or date. We also searched reference lists of relevant articles, conference proceedings from the North American Primary Care Research Group Annual Conference for the past 3 years and contacted experts in the field regarding missed, ongoing or unpublished studies.

Our literature search combined three main concepts. To identify the relevant exposure, the first Boolean search was done using the term “OR” to explode (search by subject heading) and map (search by key words) “primary health care” or “primary care” or “primary care access” or “primary care resourcing” or “general practitioner” or “physician” or “family doctor” or “GP use”. To capture hypertension, the second Boolean search used the term OR to explode and map “ambulatory care sensitive condition” or “hypertension” or “chronic condition”. We did not limit our search to hypertension given that some studies report on multiple conditions. Finally, to identify relevant outcomes, a third Boolean search was done using the term OR to explode and map “hospitalization” or “hospital admission” “emergency ward” or “emergency visit” or “emergency service use”. These three search categories were then combined using the Boolean operator “AND” (See Additional File 2).

Study selection

Two individuals independently reviewed all identified abstracts for eligibility. All abstracts reporting on the association between PHC access and hospitalization or emergency department visits for any ACS (with or without stratification by hypertension) were selected for full text review. This stage was intentionally broad. The same reviewers then performed full text review of articles. Articles were retained for the systematic review if they met all of the following criteria: (i) study population (adults ≥18 years old); (ii) exposure (PHC access – including either a direct or indirect measure of primary care access, e.g., PHC visit frequency or PHC practitioner density); (iii) outcome (hospitalization or emergency department visit for hypertension); and (v) study design (observational studies: cohort, case-control, cross-sectional and ecological).

Any disagreement in abstract review and/or study inclusion was resolved through discussion between the two reviewers and, when necessary, a third reviewer (PR). Agreement between the two reviewers was evaluated using Cohen’s Kappa statistic.

Data extraction and quality assessment

Two reviewers independently extracted data using a standardized data extraction template. This included study characteristics (author, year, data sources, sample size, study design) and population characteristics (age, sex, income, location of residence and comorbidities). We also extracted details of exposure and outcome variables – PHC access indicator and measurement, hypertension-related hospitalizations and/or emergency department visits. Any disagreement in the data extraction was resolved through discussion between the two reviewers and, when necessary, a third reviewer (PR).

Variation in hypertension-related hospitalization or emergency department visits may be confounded by a number of different factors. Specifically, patient, provider and health care system level factors may influence the association between PHC access and hospitalizations or emergency department visits [8,10,14,19]. Thus, we recorded whether studies adjusted for these factors when examining the association between PHC access and hypertension-related hospitalizations or emergency department visits. These included demographic characteristics, comorbidities and severity of hypertension at the patient level; quality of care indicators (such as frequency and accuracy of blood pressure measurement, presence of measured weight, whether health education was provided, medication management, laboratory investigations) at the provider level; and variations in insurance status or categorization as public or private systems at the health care system level.

Study quality was assessed using a component-based approach from two commonly used scales for observational studies, the Newcastle Ottawa Scale [20] and the Downs and Black Checklist [21]. We specifically focused on whether studies adjusted for important confounding variables (such as comorbidities, severity of disease, health care provider and/or system level factors), generalizability of the study (i.e., representativeness of study population to the general population) and whether a clear description of study population characteristics, exposure and outcome variables were provided.

Data synthesis

All studies identified and excluded (with the reason for exclusion) were summarized using a PRISMA flow diagram [18]. We summarized individual study characteristics and key findings using narrative synthesis. We included overall findings of individual studies on the association between PHC access and hospitalizations or emergency department visits for hypertension, type of statistical analysis performed and whether they adjusted for potential confounding variables in the analysis. It was not possible to pool data due to heterogeneity across studies. Instead, we explored the differences across studies and hypothesized potential reasons for these differences.

Results

Study selection

The initial search retrieved 5,123 articles. On review of the title and abstracts, 5,080 articles were excluded, leaving 43 articles for full text review. The Cohen’s Kappa coefficient between the two reviewers was 0.82 (95% CI: 0.71, 0.92) suggesting moderate agreement during the first stage of abstract screening. On full text review, 39 out of 42 articles were excluded, leaving three articles for the systematic review (Figure 1) [1,22,23]. At this stage, the Cohen’s Kappa coefficient between the two reviewers was 1.0.

Study characteristics

Characteristics of studies that met our inclusion criteria are displayed in Table 1. All included studies were published in 2014, with sample sizes ranging from 205,496 to 40,600,000 [1,22,23]. One study used a retrospective cohort design [1], while the other two used ecological designs [22,23]. All three articles used administrative or census data sources from varying timeframes (Table 1). Walker et al. analyzed data from 1994-2008, Freund et al. analyzed data from 2000-2010 and the Burgdork et al. analysis was based on data from 2008.

PHC access was measured using the number of primary care provider visits (within a specific timeframe) or density (number of general practitioners for a given population). Walker et al. defined PHC access as the number of primary care provider visits each year.
after diagnosis of hypertension and before ACSC hypertension hospitalization [1]. Burgdork et al. and Freund et al. defined PHC access as the number of general practitioners per 100,000 population [22,23]. The ACSC hypertension hospitalization identification codes used in the Walker et al. study were International Classification of Disease (ICD) Version 9 and ICD-10, while Burgdork et al. and Freund et al. used ICD-10. Walker et al. and Burgdork et al. used rate of hospitalization as the outcome measure while Freund et al. measured the outcome as annual hospitalization cases for each additional family doctor per 100,000 populations.

**Association between access to primary health care and acute care utilization**

The association between access to PHC and acute care utilization is displayed in Table 2. Walker et al. found a statistically significant association between PHC access and hospitalizations or emergency department visits – as the number of hypertension-related primary care provider visits increased, the rate of ACSC hospitalizations or emergency department visits for hypertension also increased [1]. Freund et al. found that for each additional family doctor per 100,000 inhabitants, annual hospitalization cases increased by a factor of 5 [23]. Whereas, Burgdorf et al. found the inverse relationship; a one-unit increase in general practitioner density was associated with a 0.4% and 0.5% reduction in the rate of hospitalizations for women and men, respectively [22].

**Quality assessment**

Study quality varied across the three studies as displayed in Table 3. Only Walker et al. described study population characteristics such as age, sex, income and location of residence (urban vs. rural). All three
studies were found to be generalizable to the general population as they were conducted on population-based cohorts. All studies adjusted for patient level confounding variables; Walker et al. adjusted for age, sex, income, location of residence and comorbidities; Burgdorf et al. adjusted for sex, income and location of residence; and Freund et al. adjusted for age only. However, none of the studies adjusted for severity of hypertension (such as diastolic and systolic blood pressure level), system level factors (such as health care system and private or public health insurance status) or provider level factors/quality of care in their analyses.

Discussion

In theory, if appropriate, continuous, comprehensive and coordinated care is not given to patients with an ACSC at the PHC level, the likelihood of an avoidable hospitalization increases [1,2,6,10,24]. This systematic review was conducted to determine if the relationship between indicators of PHC access and hospitalizations or emergency department visits for one ACSC, hypertension, in an adult population was supported in the literature. From the articles identified, 2 out of the 3 articles found that hospitalizations for hypertension increased with increasing access to PHC [1,23]. The other displayed the inverse association; an increase in PHC access was associated with a decrease in hospitalizations [1,23]. The other displayed the inverse association; an increase in PHC access was associated with a decrease in hospitalizations [1,23].

The relationship between access to PHC and acute care utilization for ACSC remains uncertain. A recent systematic review on avoidable diabetes-related hospitalizations also found a mixed association between PHC access and diabetes hospitalizations [4]. The majority of articles included in that review reported an inverse association between PHC access and diabetes hospitalization– better access to PHC resulted in fewer diabetes related hospitalizations and some reported a positive association [4]. Similar to our review, different proxy measures of PHC access (mostly ecological measures – the number of general practitioners per population) were used in the included studies. The use of different proxy measures of PHC access can result in mixed findings between PHC access and acute care utilization for ACSC [14]. Furthermore, authors of this review also felt that the evidence was inconclusive due to the limited adjustment for important confounding variables such as disease severity [25,26].

Increasing acute care utilization despite high access to PHC may have been influenced by physician payment systems. If physician payment is based on the number of patients examined, which exists in Canada, the frequent physician visits by patients (thus, increased physician payment) may have occurred without actually impacting the quality of care they received. The quality of care provided through PHC plays a role in effectively managing patients with hypertension rather than just looking at quantity of visits or density of primary care providers. Similarly, management of hypertension by a primary care provider is not standardized across practitioners and studies have shown that the use of clinical practice guidelines for blood pressure measurements varies by practitioners [27]. Practitioners have been shown to not aggressively manage hypertensive patients [28-31], often resisting increasing intensity or changing antihypertensive medications even among patients who are having difficulty controlling blood pressure [32]. Thus, inappropriate care may be one underlying cause of increasing acute care utilization despite high access to PHC [3].

Improved management of hypertension treatment may be achieved by broadening treatment settings not only to general practitioners but to other health care providers and facilities that allow patients to monitor their own blood pressure. Studies have shown that pharmacists can...
effectively manage hypertension in the primary health care setting through patient education, medication and monitoring [33]. Health care networks in some countries have given pharmacists full range of prescribing privileges to improve health care delivery [34]. These privileges allowed pharmacists to adapt a prescription, prescribe in an emergency or to manage ongoing therapy. With this in mind, a broadened definition of PHC access for hypertension, which includes pharmacy and other settings, may provide a better understanding of how the management of hypertension in an outpatient setting is truly associated with potentially preventable acute care encounters.

We recognize that there are numerous patient, provider and system-level factors that influence the construct of potentially preventable acute care use for ACSC. It is possible that residual confounding may explain the variable results in this review. A key confounder that has been identified as a significant predictor of avoidable hospitalization is disease severity [25,26]. Indeed, patients who access their primary care provider more frequently may be doing so because they are sicker and therefore more likely to present to acute care. Unfortunately, studies were limited by lack of outpatient clinical data (e.g., blood pressure measurements) to adjust for severity of hypertension or other comorbidities within their analysis. Another important potential confounder not adjusted for by many studies, including the previous systematic review on diabetes [4] and our current review, is the presence of multi-morbidity. Patients with additional medical conditions may have higher use of PHC services than those with lower levels of comorbidity and may be more likely to be hospitalized due to their medical complexity [10,35]. Furthermore, the use of different ICD codes for hypertension or differences in how countries code an encounter within hospital administrative data sources (i.e. most responsible diagnoses coded based on ‘reason for admission’ versus ‘the condition resulting in the greatest resource utilization within an encounter’) may partly play a role in the variable findings [36]. This was evident from this current review as the ICD codes used for hypertension in a study that showed an inverse relationship [22] was substantially different from other two studies that showed a positive association [1,23].

This systematic review should be interpreted in light of its strengths and limitations. First, this review used a comprehensive search strategy in addition to consultation with experts in the field and provides valuable insight in the association between PHC access and ACSC hospitalization or emergency department visit for a common chronic condition. Using this information in conjunction with other systematic reviews on the topic of ACSC may help inform whether this concept is truly an effective indicator of primary care quality or whether other metrics should be considered. However, there were a limited number of studies identified in our systematic review and the included studies were heterogeneous. While this prevented us from making clear conclusions on the association between PHC access and potentially preventable acute care use, it highlighted gaps in the literature and areas for improvement in future primary studies on this topic. This includes consideration of severity of disease, comorbidities and measurement of additional provider and system-level factors.

Conclusion

There is limited evidence on the relationship between access to PHC and acute care utilization for hypertension. From our systematic review, the association between PHC access and hospitalizations or emergency department visits for hypertension is inconclusive. Our findings indicate that the concept of ACSC as a measure of access to PHC and the capacity of the system to manage hypertension is questionable. Future studies should adjust for the severity of hypertension, comorbidities and quality of PHC, to elucidate the relationship between access to PHC and acute care utilization for hypertension. This may help determine whether the concept of ACSC is a valid indicator/measure for access to PHC.
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